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Abstract 

One of the major challenges in the feld of adaptive signal processing and online 

learning is encountered when the input signal is contaminated with outliers. 

Recursive Least Squares which is widely used for online processing of signals fail 

to perform well when such outliers are present in the input data. Many techniques 

to achieve robustness to these outliers have been put forward over the years. Most 

of these techniques fail when the assumption made for the nominal background 

noise is not white in nature. [1] was the frst work to suggest a robust recursive 

least squares algorithm that managed to estimate outliers along with the wanted 

regression coefcients in the presence of colored noise.As an extension to the outlier 

estimation problem suggested in [1], this thesis implements a novel method,the 

robust Hierarchical Recursive Least Squares which is shown to perform better 

than it’s robust RLS counterparts. Both convex and non convex penalties have 

been implemented to exploit the sparsity of outliers contaminating the data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

One of the major operations in adaptive signal processing is adaptive fltering.These 

flters adapt their performances by tuning some parameters with time that satisy 

some prespecifed criterion.The algorithm usually start with an initial guess which 

is based on some available information from the system. This initial guess is 

then improved in successive iterations with an aim to improve the solution and 

eventually reach convergence.To evaluate the performance of adaptive flter certain 

factors are taken into account. A good adaptive flter should 

1)Have reduced computational load 

2)Have reduced computational complexity 

3)Have good convergence speed 

4)Have low excess MSE 

5)Be robust against impulsive noise which may occur in the form of outliers 

Adaptive flters usually operate under strict statistical assumptions.The perfor-

mance of adaptive flters can take a serious blow whenever the system in con-

sideration deviates from its underlying statistical assumptions. One such as-

sumption takes place when the impulsive noise in a system is considered to 

1 
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have a Gaussian distribution. Impulsive noises can be introduced in a sys-

tem through various sources. Electromagnetic switches in devices like photo-

copiers,printers,elevators,refrigerator units and microwave ovens can introduce 

impulsive noise in the system which appear as long tail distribution,typically of 

a non gaussian nature [2]. It can also be introduced in a channel in the form of 

double talk in an echo cancellation setting [3]. While modeling the system, these 

impulsive noises are considered as outliers, the values of which deviate signifcantly 

from other observations. A lot of efort has been spent towards making adaptive 

flters robust to the presence of outliers.Classical fltering algorithms fail to perform 

at their optimal best when outliers are present in the data. These algorithms are 

unable to fnd a good ft to the model so that these deviations from the data can 

be detected simultaneously. This is where Robust fltering algorithms are taken 

into account 

1.1 Literature Review 

Techniques to achieve robustness in outliers have been extensively investigated 

in literature. In [4], a nonlinear Huber cost function is minimized to reduce the 

efect of impulsive noise in the signal.It does so by weighing down the outliers 

present using �1 norms for large residual error and �2 norm for small residual error. 

A literature review for the purpose of this thesis work, showed that Recursive 

Least Squares(RLS) was a popular choice for making regression models robust to 

outliers. [5] suppresses the efect of estimation errors on flter weights by minimizing 

Hampel’s three part redescending M-estimate objective function. The recursive 

nature of the Recursive Least M-estimate(RLM) algorithm results in reduced 

complexity and better performance than [4]. In [6], a lattice structure based fast 

RLM algorithm based on the modifed Huber-M estimate function,called the Huber 

Prior Error Feedback-Least Squares Lattice was proposed. It had an arithmetic 

2 
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complexity of O(N) and showed to perform better than both conventional RLS 

and other RLS-like robust adaptive algorithms.However [6] doesn’t have a closed 

form solution hence isn’t optimal and settles for only a suboptimal solution. In [3], 

a universal objective function is minimized under a constraint applied on the 

norm of the flter update.Here too, due to the lack of availability of closed form 

solution,an approximate solution achieved by limiting the efect of new datum on 

the estimates was proposed. 

All the above proposed methods assumed the background nominal noise to have a 

Gaussian Distribution. In [1] and [7],an online robust RLS(OR-RLS) algorithm ex-

ploiting outliers sparsity has been put forward which is insensitive towards outliers 

in the presence of colored noise or noise which has a non-gaussian distribution . 

Both [1] and [7] does so by minimizing a least squares cost function and imposes 

a penalty on the outliers to resolve the identifability issue brought over by the 

joint estimation of the regression coefcients and the outliers. [1] imposes an L1 

penalty on outliers vector to ensure convexity of the cost function while [7] explores 

non-convex penalties which outperforms OR-RLS solved with convex penalty. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

To realise the algorithms discussed in this thesis, we model our problem statement 

as a system identifcation problem. We start of by considering the following linear 

regression model, 

y� = F� x� + o� + v� (1.1) 

where x� ∈ R� is the input vector passed through a system F� ∈ R�×� . The 

outliers occurring due to impulsive noise and contaminating the input signal is 

modeled by the vector o� and is considered to be sparse in nature. v� is the vector 

representing the nominal background noise which is colored i.e non-gaussian in 

nature. The aim of this thesis is to deal with the system identifcation problem of 

3 



               

            

  

            

            

         

       

           

      

      

       

     

               

 
    

          

          

    

            

             

           

         

       

        

 

estimating F� along with the outliers o� when the input-output pair x� and y� is 

made available sequentially at every time index �. Here y� ∈ R�. 

1.3 Notations 

Vectors are considered to be column vectors and denoted by lowercase boldface 

letters. Matrices are denoted by uppercase boldface letters. Individual entries of a 

vector or matrix is denoted by lowercase unbold letters. 

xk : k-th time index of x 

��,� : element at k-th row and d-th column of x 

xj : j-th iteration of x 

||x||1 : �1 norm of x 

||x||2 : �2 norm/Euclidean norm of x 

xT : Transpose of x 

< x, y > : Dot product of x and y denoted by x� y 

||x||2 
R : x� Rx 

A ⊗ B : Kroenecker tensor product of two matrices 

x̂k : optimum value of x at time index k 

1.4 Organization of Thesis 

Chapter 2 starts of by providing some background on Least Squares. Then 

we explore Recursive Least Squares and see how the algorithm helps solve the 

optimization problem taken into consideration for the purpose of this thesis 

in conjuction with algorithms like Alternating Direction Method of Multipli-

ers(ADMM),Coordinate Descent(CD) and General Iterative Shrinkage and Thresh-

olding(GIST). The following section introduces Hierarchical Recursive Least 

4 



          

            

          

            

           

           

            

     

 

Squares(HRLS), previously shown to achieve the lowest estimation error among 

other state-of-the-art adaptive fltering techniques. We also take a look into how 

Fejér Monotone Hybrid Steepest Descent(FMHSDM) is used in conjuction with 

HRLS to solve the problem of simultaneous estimation of outliers and system 

identifcation. Chapter 3 discusses the details involving the experimental setup and 

parameter values used for simulation purpose. Chapter 4 compares the diferent 

online robust algorithms explored by doing a performance analysis. In the fnal 

chapter we present our conclusions. 

5 



  

     

 

   

           

            

             

               

               

             

            

              

             

              

       

             

 

CHAPTER 2 

Convex and Non Convex Optimization 

Algorithms 

2.1 Least Squares 

Least Mean Squares has been applied widely in adaptive signal processing,control 

and communications for the purpose of estimation. Invented by scientists like Karl 

Gauss and Adrien-Marie-Legendre, it is used as a popular tool for estimation and 

optimization purposes in adaptive flters. The main aim of this method is to fnd a 

best ft to the data by minimizing the sum of squared residuals i.e. the diference 

in the measured value and the estimated or the corresponding ftted values. In 

other words we attempt to minimize the squared diference between the given 

data, x� and the assumed data or the noiseless observation.One way of doing this 

is keeping in mind the variance as the measure of goodness. Minimum variance 

can ensure that the discrepancy(on an average) is kept at a minimum between the 

true parameters and the estimated parameter values. 

To explain the Least Square approach we consider a signal generated by some 
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system. 

�[�] = ��[�] (2.1) 

where �[�] is a known sequence. 

Due to observation noise or model inaccuracies, we observe a perturbed version of 

the desired signal �[�],which we denote by �[�].The system or model generating 

the signal in turn depends on a parameter �, the value of which is chosen in such a 

way that the value of the observed signal, �[�] is as close as possible to the desired 

signal, �[�]. The error criterion to measure closeness is as follows 

�−1∑ 
� [�] = (�[�] − �[�])2 (2.2) 

�=0 

where the time interval � is assumed to be � = 0, 1, .....� − 1 and � is depended on 

� through �[�].The value of � that minimizes �(�) is the Least Square Estimator. 

The least square criterion then becomes [8] 

�∑−1 

�(�) = (�[�] − ��[�])2 (2.3) 
�=0 

A minimisation is then carried out to produce the Least Square Estimator 

∑�−1 
�[�]�[�]^ �=0� = (2.4)∑�−1 

�=0 �[�]2 

Substituting (2.4) into (2.3), we obtain the minimum LS error 

�−1 

���� = �(� ̂) = 
∑ 

(�[�] − �� ^ [�])(�[�] − �� ^ [�]) (2.5) 
�=0 

or, 
�∑ �−1−1 

�(� ̂) = �[�](�[�] − �� ^ [�]) − � ̂ 
∑ 

�[�](�[�] − �� ^ [�]) (2.6) 
�=0 �=0 

7 



           

  

        
  

               

             

    

    

                 

              

 
 

     
  

 

 

       
 

      

          

   
 

   
 

  

             

             

  

      

     
 

      

      

 

Equating the second term of equation(2.6) to be zero we get 

�∑ � −1−1 ∑^ ���� = �[�]2 − � �[�]�[�] (2.7) 
�=0 �=0 

This problem can be extended to a vector parameter � of dimension � × 1.For 

the signal � = [�[0]�[1]......�[� − 1]]� to be linear in the unknown parameters,we 

assume using matrix notation, 

s� = A� �� (2.8) 

Here A� is the observation matrix or sytem matrix of dimension � × �, (� > �) of 

full rank p. The Least Square Estimator is then found by minimizing the following 

equation 
�−1∑ 

�(�) = (b� − s� )2 (2.9) 
�=0 

or, 

�(�� ) = (b� − A� �� )� (b� − A� �� ) (2.10) 

Considering the gradient and equating it to zero we get 

� ̂ = (ATA� )−1A�
� b� (2.11)� � 

In (2.11), the assumed full rank A� ensures the invertibility of A� A. 

Often a weighing matrix is introduced to enhance the contribution of only reliable 

data points. 

Equation(2.10) can then be rewritten as, 

�(�� ) = (b� − A� �� )� W(b� − A� �� ) (2.12) 

where W is a weighted matrix. 

8 
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2.2 Recursive Least Squares 

A well known Least Squares variant is the Recursive Least Squares(RLS), where a 

previous estimate of the parameters used to model a system is modifed or corrected 

to predict the values of a new data point. In other words,a weighted linear mean 

square cost function relating to the input data is minimized by recursively fnding 

the coefcients used to model the system. Unlike Least Mean Squares(LMS) 

algorithms which are based on systems that are stochastic and are only depended 

on the error produced at the current time,RLS algorithms are based on systems 

which are deterministic and depends on the error produced at a previous time 

instant. At the cost of increased complexity,RLS achieves better convergence than 

LMS. 

To understand how the algorithm works we consider an input signal x� and denote 

it’s desired response by d� . Passing x� through a linear flter to compute its 

output we get [9] 
�∑ 

y� = w� x� (2.13) 
�=0 

The error at time index � is then denoted by 

e� = d� − w� x� (2.14) 

RLS thus becomes a result of the following optimization problem 

�∑ 
ŵ  � = arg min ��−� e� 

2 (2.15)
w� 

�=1 

where ���� is a forgetting factor whose value is considered to be between 0 < � < 

1.This can be written down as 

9 



                 

               

               

          

         

     

 

       

 

      

              

  

              

           

       

 
     

       

  

           

             

             

          

 
   

 
        

 
   

 

|e(� − 1)| + �|e(� − 2)|2 + �2|e(� − 3)|3 + �3|e(� − 4)|4 ... (2.16) 

With the introduction of � only the most recent errors are given more weight than 

the errors at previous time instance. This is done to ensure that recent errors have 

more contributions to the model parameter computation than past errors. 

An estimate of w� is then computed to be 

w� = �� 
−1z� (2.17) 

where 

�� = ���−1 + x� x� (2.18) 

and 

z� = �z� + d� x� (2.19) 

Here �� is the time-averaged correlation matrix and z� is the time averaged cross 

correlation vector. 

For the system identifcation problem in question, if we consider a scenario where no 

outliers or impulsive disturbance contaminate the input signal, then the objective 

function that needs to be minimized is 

�∑
F̂� = arg min ��−� ||y� − F� x� − o� ||Rnoise−1 (2.20)

F̂� �=1 

Here Rnoise
−1 is the inverse covariance matrix for non-gaussian nominal noise. 

As v� is non-gaussian in nature,it’s considered to be correlated across it’s entries. 

As a result, the covariance matrix Rnoise is non-diagonal in nature. The RLS 

updates used to fnd an estimate of the system is 

F̂  
� = F� ̂

 −1 + W� (y� − o� − F� ̂
 −1x� ) (2.21) 

10 



     
    

        

   
     

         
   

  
    

    

   
 

       
           

    

      
 

          
       

            

           

          

           

              

               

             

             

              

                

              

               

 

l -

W� = �−1��−1FT 
� (F� �

−1F� 
T + Rnoise)−1 (2.22) 

�� = �−1��−1 − W� F� �
−1��−1 (2.23) 

Algorithm 1: RLS 
Data : x� , y� . 
User’s input : F�0 , o�0 , ��, � 
Output : F� 

1 Initialization 
2 o0 = o�0 

3 F0 = F�0 
I4 �0 = �� 

5 for � = 1 to � do 
6 Convert x into a matrix X = x ⊗ I�×� 

7 Dm = X�XT 

18 W = �XFT(Dm + Rnoise)−1 
� 

9 F = F − W(y − o − FX) 
10 � = 1 (� − WX�)� 

Since the nominal background noise considered is colored in nature,it poses a 

major challenge to the problem statement described in section(1.2). As widely 

known in the literature,most classic stochastic approximation methods fail when 

the underlying model deviates from the assumption of white gaussian noise. 

Another challenge is the identifability issue that comes into picture when we try to 

jointly estimate the system and the outliers in equation. One of the ways in which 

the identifability issues in equation(2.20) is resolved is by enforcing the sparsity of 

the outliers that appear in the signal [1]. Regularizing the cost function appearing 

in (2.19) can achieve this purpose. The most common regularizers used are the �� 

norm of the outliers vector where p=0,1,2. �0 norm of a vector, also known as the 

pseudo norm, counts the number of non-zero entries in the vector. For the purpose 

of optimization, �0 norm is considered as a candidate regularizer as it allows us to 

11 
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count the degree of sparsity of the outliers. However �0 norm approximation is NP 

hard [10], [11]. As a result it renders the optimization problem non-convex 

and hence difcult to solve. A solution for this problem is to approximate the 

non convex optimization problem to a similar convex optimization problem, 

a term commonly referred to as convex relaxation. This is achieved by 

replacing the �0 approximation with it’s nearest convex approximation, the �1 norm. 

2.3 Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Op-

erator 

The �1 norm when applied to a linear regression problem assumes the form [12] 

� �∑ ∑ ∑ 
(�� − ��� �� )2 + � |�� | (2.24) 

�=1 � �=1 

Here W is the regression coefcient matrix and x,y are the input output pairs.When 

�1 norm is applied to a regression model for the purpose of regularization then it 

is known as Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator(LASSO). Equation ∑� ∑
(2.24) is equivalent to minimizing the objective function �=1(�� − � ��� �� )2 ∑�with the constraint � �=1 |�� | < �. Imposing this constraint introduces sparsity 

in the matrix W. As a result some coefcients of the matrix is converted to 0. 

The number of such 0 entries depend on the value of the regularization parameter 

�. The higher the value of � the more the values of some coefcients are shrunk 

towards the mean and the more is the number of 0 entries or sparseness in the 

model coefcient matrix. All the entries turn to 0 when � attains a value of ∞. In 

other words, higher the value of �,higher is the bias and lower is the variance. 

12 



           

 
 
         

          
  
    

   

         

             

              

           

           

              

             

              

              

           

            

               

               

            

              

             

             

             

    

  
 
         

           
  
     

 

Applying LASSO to regularize the objective function in (2.20) we get 

�∑
^[F� , o1̂  :� ] = arg min ��−� ||y� − F� x� − o� ||�−1 + �||o� ||1 (2.25)

^ �����F� ,o1̂  :� �=1 

2.4 Nonconvex penalties 

Non-convex penalties have been widely investigated for regularizing objective 

functions or for the purpose of sparse estimation in optimization problems [13], [14]. 

They were found to perform better than convex penalties like the �1 norm, exhibiting 

lower root mean square error(RMSE). However due to their non-convex nature,these 

non-convex penalties in turn make the optimization problem in question also non-

convex in nature and hence difcult to solve. One way of addressing this problem 

is by breaking down the non-convex optimization problem into a series of problems 

which are convex in nature. This works fne when the dataset in question is 

not too large. However, when the data used has a high dimension, it becomes 

computationally challenging to solve the optimization problem as it would mean 

having to solve multiple number of convex problems. For sparse learning even 

though �1 norm is a better approximation of �0 norm, it still leads to suboptimal 

solutions as the former is only a loose relaxation of the latter. This leads to 

an overpenalized problem. A number of solution to better approximate �0 norm 

and avoid the bias problems introduced by �1 norm has been put forward over 

the years. Most of these non-convex penalties are interpolation of �0 and �1 

norm [15], [16], [17], [18].For the purpose of this thesis the Minimax Concave 

Penalty [16] is explored further. We consider a generalized form of the penalized 

objective function in (2.25) 

� ∑∑
^[F� , o1̂  :� ] = arg min ��−� ||y� − F� x� − o� ||�−1 + � � (��,�) (2.26)

^ �����F� ,o1̂  :� �=1 � 

13 



              

      

 

 
 
    

  
 

        

              

     

 

              

            

         

             

         

      

    
 

 

              

                 

      

                     

              

             

                
    

 

 

 

⎪
⎪

where � (��,�) is a sparsity inducing penalty function. In case of Minimax Concave 

Penalty it takes the following form 

⎧ ⎪⎨�|�| − �2 
, if |�| ≤ �� 

� (��,�) = 
2� (2.27)⎪ ��2⎩ , if |�| > ��2 

Here � is a tuning parameter that determines how fast the penalty tapers of. 

2.5 Alternating Direction Method of Multipli-

ers 

Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers is a variant of a class of methods called 

the Augmented Lagrangian methods and is a popular choice for solving convex 

optimization problems. The algorithm combines the advantages of decomposibility 

from the dual ascent method with the better convergence properties of method of 

multipliers. The algorithm can be summarized as follows [19] 

We consider an equality-constrained optimization problem 

min �(�) + �(�) (2.28)�� 
�.�.��=� 

The fact that � and � are two decomposable functions makes it possible to 

split the objective function into two parts with � and � as the variables. � and � 

are also considered to be convex. 

Here � ∈ �� , � ∈ ��, � ∈ ��*�, � ∈ ��*� and � ∈ ��. The ADMM then 

solves the above problem in three steps, an � minimization step, a � minimization 

step followed by a dual variable update. This can be written as [19], 

��+1 ∈ arg min 
{

�(�) + �(��)+ < ��, �� − �� > + � 
2 ||�� − ��||

} 
(2.29)

�∈R>0 
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��+1 ∈ arg min 
{

�(��+1) + �(�)+ < ��, ���+1 − � > + � 
2 ||���+1 − �||

} 
(2.30)

�∈R>0 

y�+1 = �� + �(���+1 − ���+1) (2.31) 

Here � is the dual variable serving as a sequence of estimates of the Lagrangian 

multipliers of the constraint �� = � and � is step size parameter called the 

Augmented Lagrangian parameter used to update the dual variable �. The term 

alternating in ADMM is what sets it apart from method of multipliers. Instead of 

joint minimization, variables x and z are minimized in an alternating fashion. 

For the concerned model discussed in section(1.2), ADMM is a suitable approach 

since it treats the objective function and the penalty inducing function,which in this 

case is the LASSO, as the two decomposable functions f and g in equation(2.28), 

and helps in solving the suboptimization problem of estimating the outliers vector. 

In the context of this thesis the ADMM optimization problem becomes 

^ 1 ^[F� , o1̂  :� ] = arg min 2 ||y� − F�−1x� − o� ||R−1 + �� ||z� ||1
^ (2.32)noiseF� ,o1̂  :� 

�.�o� =z� 

The augmented Lagrangian then becomes [1], 

1L(o� , z� , �) = 2 ||y� − F�−1x� − o� ||R−1 + �||z� ||1 + �� (o� − z� ) + �� ||o� − z� ||2 
2 2noise 

(2.33) 

� is the Lagrangian multiplier, and �� is a positive constant which ensures strict 

convexity because of the quadratic term introduced. 

The variable update equations are then given by 

* oj = (R� 
−1 + ��I)−1(R−1(y� − F�−1x� ) + ��(z�−1 + �j−1)) (2.34)

� 
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L 

⎧ ⎫ ⎨ �� ⎬ 
j j j ��z = |z�,d + �d|(1 − { } ) (2.35)�,d ⎩ �� j j ⎭��� ,|z

�,d+�d|�� 

uj = uj−1 + oj + zj (2.36)
� � 

Here u is the dual variable used to update o and z. ADMM is summarized in 

algorithm (2). 

With the input and the output vectors (x� ,y� ) and the user generated parameters 

Algorithm 2: Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers 
Data : x� , y� . 
User’s input : ��, �� , o�o 

Output : o 
1 Initialization 
2 o0 = u0 = o�0 

3 for � = 1 to �� do 
4 r = (R−1 + ��I)−1 

5 b = R−1(y − Fx) 
6 o = r(b + ��(z − u)) 

�� 
��7 z = (o + u)�.(1 − { } ) 

��� 
�� ,(o+u)��� 

8 u = u + x + z 

�� and �� available, u,o and z are initialised with o�0 which is the optimum value 

of the outlier obtained at time index �0 during the process of batch initialization. 

Following that, for a certain number of iterations ��, variables u,o and z are 

updated until convergence is reached. The estimated value of the outlier vector ô 

is the value deduced by the algorithm at ��-th iteration. 

2.6 Coordinate Descent 

Another popular choice for optimization problem is the Coordinate Descent Method. 

Given a multivariate function � (�) and the variable values taking the form of 

16 



              

               

            

               

             

           

         

          

              

            

  

           

              

             

              

              

            

          

            

               

        

                   

               

               

      
 

            

 
        

     

 

�1, �2, �3...��, we can consider the variable values as coordinate points on n 

coordinate axis. Then � (�) is said to have reached its minimum if moving along 

these coordinate axes wouldn’t make the function any smaller. Using each of 

these n coordinate axis as a search criterion separately, with one but all the other 

coordinates kept fxed a minimization over each coordinate axis is reached in a 

cyclic fashion to provide us with the minimum of the function. 

The process is carried on in the following manner 

1)The optimization iterate is frst initialized for some value �0. 

2)All the coordinates except the frst,�1, is fxed and the objective function is then 

optimized only over the frst coordinate,until it reaches some value that minimizes 

the function. 

3)Following this step,the same process is repeated with the optimization being 

done over the next coordinate,�2. At this step, the value of the previous coordinate 

is fxed to the value which is the most recent value of �1. 

4)After getting a value of �2 which minimizes the function along �2,we move on 

to the next coordinate �3 and repeat the minimization process described in 1) and 

2),along �3 coordinate direction. The values for the previous two coordinates, �1 

and �2 are kept to be the most recent values. 

5)The minimization process is continued until all the diferent variables, �1, �2...�� 

is covered. Once this full cycle has been made, the whole process is repeated over 

and over again until a convergence is reached. 

It should be kept in mind, that while solving for �� at the kth iteration, where i is � 

the index denoting the number of variables and k is the number of iterations, all 

coordinate values upto ��−1 are kept fxed at �� and all coordinate values upto � 

��+1 are kept fxed at ��−1 .� 

The algorithm after some initialization with �0 can be summarized as follows 

x� 
1 = ������ �1 �(�1, �� 

2 
−1, �� 

3 
−1, ...��

� 
−1) (2.37) 
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x� = ������ �2 �(�� 
1 , �2, ��−1, ...��−1) (2.38)2 3 � 

x� = ������ �3 �(�� 
1 , �� 

2 , �3, ...�
�−1) (2.39)3 � 

...... 

x� = ������ �(�1 
�, �2 

�, �3 
�, ...��) (2.40)

� �� 

In the context of this thesis, when Coordinate Descent is applied for the purpose 

of solving the sub-optimization problem of estimating the outliers, it becomes 

�−1 �−1 �−1o�
�,1 = �(��,1, ��,2 , ��,3 , ...��,� ) (2.41) 

� �−1o�
�,2 = �(��,1, ��,2, ��,3 , ...��−1) (2.42)

�,� 

� � �−1o�
�,3 = �(��,1, ��,2, ��,3, ...� ) (2.43)

�,� 

...... 
� � �o� = �(��,1, ��,2, ��,3, ...��,�) (2.44)

�,� 

Coordinate Descent is summarized in algorithm (3) 

2.7 General Iterative Shrinkage and Threshold-

ing 

As stated earlier, Non-convex penalties have been investigated in the literature 

to overcome the drawbacks posed by both �0 and �1 norm in enforcing a sparse 

solution. Even though these non-convex penalties are successful in overcoming 

18 
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Algorithm 3: Coordinate Descent 
Data : x� , y� . 
User’s input : �,o�0 

Output : o 
1 Initialization 
2 o0 = o�0 

3 �� = R−1(y − Fx) 
4 for � = 1 to � do∑�−1
5 �1 = �=1 [R−1]�,���

� 

6 = 
∑� −1�2 �=�+1[R−1]�,���

� 

7 � = 1 ([�c]� − �1 − �2)[R−1]�,� 
� 

��+1 {[R−1 ]�,�8 = (�)(1 − } )� �
��� ,�[R−1]�,� 

these challenges, the issue remains of dealing with an optimisation problem which 

is non-convex in nature. In [20], a general iterative shrinkage method has been put 

forward to deal with a large class of non-convex penalties. [20] enjoys a closed form 

solution by iteratively solving a closed form operator. Fast convergence is also 

enforced by selecting a proper line search step size that uses Barzilai Borwein(BB) 

rule. 

Using the GIST algorithm suggested in [20], we can write the proximal operator 

problem as follows 

1 ⃦2 oj+1 = arg min 
⃦⃦
o� − uj⃦ 

+ 1 �(o� ) (2.45)� 2 �� o� 

where 

O�(oj)uj = oj − (2.46)
�� 

The above problem is then decomposed into the following form 

�+1 1 � �� = arg min ��(��) = 2 (�� − � )2 + � 
1 
� ��(� )� � ��� 
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(2.47) 

where � is the �-th entry of the L dimensional vector ��. Here ��(��) is the 

regularizer used for the objective function, to generate a sparse matrix. t is a step 

size used to perform a gradient descent along O�(oj) direction. 

For the purpose of simplifcation equation (2.47) can be written as 

��+1 1= arg min �(�) = 2 (� − �� )2 + 1 �(�� ) (2.48)
�� 

� 

For the purpose of this thesis,we investigate the Minimax Concave Penalty to 

regularize the objective function. 

The equation can be reformulated as follows 

�(1) = arg min 12 (� − �)2 + �‖�‖ − �2 
�.�.‖�‖ ≤ �� (2.49) 

� � 2� 

�( � )2 

�(2) = arg min 2
1 (� − �)2 + 2 

� �.�.‖�‖ ≥ �� (2.50) 
� 

�(1) and �(2) is rewritten as follows, 

�(1) = sign(�)� (2.51) 

�(2) = sign(�)max(��, |�|) (2.52) 

where 

1� = arg min 2 (� − |�|)2 + � � − �2 (2.53)
� 2� , �∈� 
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where { }
�(�|�|−�)� = 0, ��, ���(��, max(0, �(�−1) )) , if � ≠ 1 (2.54) 

� = {(0, ��)} , otherwise (2.55) 

Thus the fnal steps towards estimation of o is given by 

��+1 (2.56)= �(1) , if �(�(1)) = �(�(2)) 

��+1 = �(2) , otherwise (2.57) 

2.7.1 Barzilai Borwein Rule 

For the purpose of proper step size selection of the GIST algorithm, the Barzilai 

Borwein rule is adapted [21]. This is a two point steepest descent method which 

enjoys a better and faster convergence rate than classical steepest descent methods. 

Steepest descent methods(SDM) have been widely explored in the literature for 

the purpose of minimization of a function � (�), with the assumption that � (�) is 

defned and diferentiable. Thus SDM solves 

min �(�) , for n very large 
�∈R� 

The concept of SDM is based on the notion that to reach the minimum 

point in a function, one needs to move in the direction of the negative gra-

dient of � , denoted by O� , from the current point. The equation for SDM becomes 

��+1 = �� − �� O� (�� ) 
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The negative sign indicates that to reach the minimum we have to take a step 

along the direction of the negative gradient. � here is the step size which is usually 

small and given by 

�� = arg min � (�� + �O� (�� ))
� 

However steepest descent methods are sensitive to ill conditioning and hence 

performs poorly in this scenario,where outliers are present in the input signal. To 

overcome this issue,the Barzilai-Borwein(BB) method is based on the gradient 

descent method but uses two step sizes.The resulting algorithm is more robust 

to ill conditioning, is computationally more efcient and converges better than 

classical steepest descent methods. BB approximates the secant of quasi Newton 

Methods to the following two point approximation [21], 

��+1 = �� − �� �� where �� = �� � 

with �� minimizing 

<�� ,�� >�� = arg min ||��� − �� ||2 = <�� ,�� >� 

The GIST algorithm with MCP penalty for the purpose of this thesis is summarized 

in algorithm(4). 
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Algorithm 4: General Iterative Shrinkage and Thresholding(GIST) 

Data : x� , y� . 
User’s input : � > 1, (����, ����) s.t 0 < ���� < ����, F�0 , o�0 ,�,� 
Output : o 

1 Initialization 
2 o0 = 0 
3 o1 = o�0 ∑ 
4 � (.) = � � (��)� 
5 b = y� − F�0 x� 

(o1−b)� �−1 (o1−b)
�����6 �(o1) = + � (.)2 

7 Criterion = 1 

8 for � = 1 to �� do 
9 a1 = oj − oj−1 

10 a2 = R−1 
noise�1 

<a1,a2>11 � = <a1,a1> 

oj−112 = oj 

13 � ∈ [����, ����] 
14 while Criterion>0 and � < ���� do 
15 

(oj −�)16 u= o� − R−1 
noise � 

17 Compute ��+1 using MCP equations for GIST 
j+118 � (.) = � 

∑ 
�� (od )� 

(oj+1−�) 
′ 
R−1 

19 �(oj+1) = noise(o
j+1−�) + � (.)2 

20 Criterion = �(oj+1) − �(oj) + ��||oj+1−oj||
2 

21 � = �� 
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Algorithm 5: Fejer Montone Hyrid Steepest Descent Method(FMSDM) 

Data : (x�, y�)�∈Z>0 . 
User’s input : � ∈ [0.5, 1), �� ∈ R>0, R0, r0, o�0 

Output : Sequence (o�)�∈Z≥0 . 

1 Initialization 
2 o1 = o2 = o�00 0 

13 o0 = 2 (o0
1 + o0

2) 
4 oi = �o0 + (1 − �)oi

0, � ∈ {1, 2}1/2 

1/25 o1 = (R−1 + � )(R−1(y − Fx) + 
o1 

)1 � � 
���6 [o1

2]d = [�21/2]�.(1 − { } )
��� ���,|[�2 ]�|1/2 

17 o1 = 2 (o
1
1 + o1

2) 
8 for � = 1 to � do 
9 oi = on

i 
−1/2 − �on−1 − (1 − �)oi

n−1 + on , � ∈ {1, 2}n+1/2 

n+1/210 o1 = (R−1 + � )−1(R−1(y − Fx) + 
o1 

)n+1 � � 
���11 [o2

n+1]d = [�2 
�+1/2]�.(1 − { } )

��� ���,|[�2 ]�|�+1/2 
1 112 on+1 = 2 (on+1 + o2

n+1) 

2.8 Hierarchical Recursive Least Squares and 

Fejér Monotone Hybrid Steepest Descent 

Method 

This section reports the fndings on the use of robust Hierarchical Recursive Least 

Squares to optimize the objective function in (2.20). To solve the suboptimization 

problem of estimating outliers, Fejér Monontone Hybrid Steepest Descent Method 

proposed in [22] is used. The algorithm solves 

min �(�) + �(�) (2.58) 
�∈�∈� 

where the convex loss functions �(�) is generally unknown and �(�) is modeled as 

the regularization function, � is a real Hilbert space. With an available sequence of 

estimates for (��)� and the information about �� available, a sequence of estimates 
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for (��)�∈Z>0 ∈ � is created. In the context of the suboptimization problem for 

estimating outliers, the variable splitted form given in [23] can be viewed as follows 

�∑ 
min 2

1 
� (y� − F� x� − o1) + �||o2||1 , s.t. o1 = o2 (2.59)

o1 ,o2 � 
�=1 

The algorithm for FMHSDM is given in algorithm(5). o0 is initialised with the 

outlier vector available at time instant o�0 . Both o1
0 and o2

0 are initialized with 

values equal to o0. The orthogonal projection mapping given by 

��[(o1 , o2)] = ((o1 + o2)/2, (o1 + o2)/2) (2.60) 

becomes the user defned mappings . The averaged mapping � � = ���(1 − �)�� � 

as defned is given in step(4). Step(7) and (12) corresponds to a soft thresholding 

operation ��,�� ,(.) where �(.) = ||.||1. 

The HRLS proposed in [23] is a derivation of S-FMHSDM. The LASSO problem 

is solved using FMHSDM as suggested in algorithm(6). 

Motivated from the model in (1.1),the robust HRLS tries to solve the following 

problem: ∑�
arg min 2Γ

1 
� 

��−� ‖y� − o� − Fx� ‖R 
2 
−1 , (2.61)

F �=1 noise ∑�where Γ� := �=1 �
�−� 

At the initialisation stage Q0 and P0 are initialized as follows 

= x� R−1 (2.62)Q0 noisex� 
−1 

= x� R−1 (2.63)P0 noise(y� − o� ) 

v0 is initialized as the matrix obtained from the eigen decomposition of Qo. 

�� 
′ is computed by 
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� 
′ 
= vTQnvn + �� (2.64)

� n 

where �� is a user defned parameter such that �� ∈ R>0. Qn and Pn are updated 

as follows 

� 
1Qn = 

∑ 
��−� x� xT (2.65)� 

�=1 
�� 

��−1 1 Tor, Qn = Qn−1 + x� x� 
(2.66)

�� �� 

�∑ 
Pn = 1 ��−� (y� − x� ) (2.67)�� 

�=1 

��−1 1or, Pn = Pn−1 + (�� − x� ) (2.68)
�� �� 
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Algorithm 6: OR-HRLS 

Data : (x�, y�)�∈Z>0 . 
User’s input : � ∈ [0.5, 1), �� ∈ R>0, Q0, P0, F0, o0, v0, ��, and 

�0 ≥ ‖R−1 
noise‖‖Q0‖. 

Output : Sequence (F�)�∈Z≥0 . 

1 Initialization 
2 F1/2 := F0 − � 1 R−1 

noise(F0Q0 − P0). 
3 F1 := F1/2. 

�0 

4 for � = 1 to +∞ do 
5 Use FM-HSDM to solve the LASSO problem: 

o� := arg mino(1/2)‖y� − F�−1x� − o‖2 + ��‖o‖1.R−1 
noise 

6 u� := Q�v�−1. 
7 v� := u�/‖u�‖. 
8 � ′ := v| Q�v� + ��.� � 

′ 9 Set �� := ��‖R−1 
noise‖. 

1 R−110 F�+1/2 := F� + F�−1/2 − F�−1 + � noise(F�−1Q�−1 − P�−1) −��−1 
1 R−1 

noise(F�Q� − P�). 
11 F�+1 := F�+1/2. 

�� 
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CHAPTER 3 

Experiment and Simulations 

All the robust algorithms discussed in the previous chapter to solve the optimization 

problem in (2.25) is tested on synthetic data.Simulation is done using Julia 

programming language v1.0.3. For the purpose of simulation, a set up of P=20 

and L=10 is tested. Simulations are tested only for the stationary case and the 

input vector �� is chosen randomly from a normal distribution with zero mean 

and variance 1. Colored noise is generated in the following way, 

Ar = USVT 

where �� is the singular valued decomposition of an � × � matrix,the entries of 

which are generated from a normal distribution . An auxiliary matrix is then 

generated by 

E = J − Ar ⊗ Ar × ��×� 

28 



                  

         

 
 

  
 

              

              

             

              

            

            

             

               

              

            

          

              

                  

               

               

             

             

            

              

              

      

              

 

where J is an identity matrix of dimension (�, �) where � = � = � × �. 

The variance of white noise is then given by 

−SNR 
10 10�� = ||�||2 

This white noise is then passed through a frst order autoregressive flter with pole 

at 0.95 to generate colored noise. Entries of the system matrix �� is chosen 

randomly from a normal distribution of zero mean and variance 1 of dimension 

� × � .The outliers contaminating the signal occur with a fxed probability and 

the corresponding observation is drawn from a uniform distribution which has a 

variance of 10000 and is independent of all other variables. Batch Initialization 

A batch initialization method is carried out to ease the computational load which 

would have been very high in the scenario where all previous outliers need to be 

estimated at every iteration or time index [1]. With increase in the number of 

iterations �, the computational load will also increase,increasing the run time of 

the algorithm and decreasing its efciency. The batch initialisation procedure 

solves this problem by using a commercial solver and provides us with an estimate 

of F� , the system matrix at a time index �0 and the batch of outlier vector �1:�0 

i.e. all the outliers upto time �0. This batch initialization is carried out at an 

ofine stage and serves as a warm start to the online stage where the online 

robust RLS and HRLS algorithms are carried out per time index. Since the 

robust RLS and HRLS discussed for the purpose of this thesis are accommodated 

under this framework of an ofine batch initialization stage followed by online 

updates, they are also referred to as online robust RLS and HRLS or OR-RLS 

and OR-HRLS. For this purpose , the Julia package JuMP has been utilized along 

with the commercially available Gurobi solver. 

The RMSE or root mean square error serves as the performance matrix and is 
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given by 

^RMSE = ||Fv − Fv|| 

A 100 experiments is run and the results are averaged over these 100 experiments. 

The value of � ranges from 1:25000 while �0 = 500. The algorithms are tested 

for scenarios where the noise is 20 db and 10 db and the outliers occur with 

a probability of 0.1,0.2 and 0.5. Parameters were carefully tuned for the best 

performance of all the algorithms in the above mentioned scenarios. 

Algorithm 7: OR-RLS 

1 Initialization 
2 for � = 1 to � do 
3 Generate y� from equation(1.1) 

4 Generate F̂  and ô  following Batch Initialisation procedure. �0 �0 

5 Set initial value of F� = F̂  
�0 

6 Set initial value of o� = ô  �0 

7 for � = 1 to � do 
8 Solve the suboptimisation problem of estimating ô  � using either of the 

three methods described in section(2.5),(2.6),(2.7)
^ 9 Once ô  � is available fnd F�+1 using the RLS method described in 

section(2.2) 
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Algorithm 8: OR-HRLS 

1 Initialization 
2 for � = 1 to � do 
3 Generate y� from equation(1.1) 

4 Generate F̂  and ô  following Batch Initialisation procedure. �0 �0 

5 Set initiial value of F� = F̂  
�0 

6 Set initial value of �� = ô  �0 

7 for � = 1 to � do 
8 Solve the suboptimisation problem of estimating ô  � using either of the 

three methods described in section(2.5),(2.6),(2.8)
^ 9 Once ô  � is available fnd F�+1 using the HRLS method described in 

section(2.8) 
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CHAPTER 4 

Results and Discussions 

Figure(4.1-4.6) contains the plots obtained from implementing OR-RLS and OR-

HRLS. The list of tuned parameters for the diferent scenarios can be seen in 

Table(4.1-4.6). The six diferent plots represent fxed scenarios of signal to noise 

ratio and probability with which the outliers occurred. For all the scenarios we 

notice that all online robust techniques outperform the non robust RLS algorithm 

as has been originally shown in [1]. OR-RLS solved with LASSO i.e. OR-

RLS(ADMM) and OR-RLS(CD-L1) performs exactly similarly while OR-RLS 

solved with MCP i.e.OR-RLS(CD-MCP) and OR-RLS(GIST) also perform exactly 

similarly achieving the same rate of convergence. For the scenario where SNR 

is 20 db and outlier probability 0.2, OR-HRLS(FMHSDM) exhibits the highest 

convergence rate than all the other algorithms with OR-HRLS(GIST) quickly 

following. All three OR-HRLS methods, solved with ADMM,GIST and FMHSDM 

perform better than their OR-RLS counterparts. For both OR-RLS and OR-HRLS 

methods it can be seen that the sub-optimization problem when solved with 

non convex penalty performs better than when the same is solved with convex 

penalty,confrming the fndings of [7]. 
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Figure 4.1: Plot for SNR=20 dB and outlier probability = 0.2 

Figure 4.2: Plot for SNR=20 dB and outlier probability = 0.1 
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Figure 4.4: Plot for SNR=10 dB and outlier probability = 0.1 
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Figure 4.6: Plot for SNR=10 dB and outlier probability = 0.5 
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Parameters for Noise= 20 , Outliers probability= 0.2 
Parameter Values Parameters Values 
Number of Experiments 100 �� 150.0 
Number of Iterations 25000 �� 100 
Variance of Outliers 10000.0 �� 0.1 
pbernoulli 0.2 ������ 100.0 
K0 500 ����� 100.0 
� 0.1 ����� 100 
�� 0.1 �� 2.0 
�� 100.0 ����� 100 

Table 4.1: Parameter table for SNR=20 dB and outlier probability = 0.2 

Parameters for Noise= 20 , Outliers probability= 0.1 
Parameter Values Parameters Values 
Number of Experiments 100 �� 150.0 
Number of Iterations 25000 �� 100 
Variance of Outliers 10000.0 �� 0.1 
pbernoulli 0.1 ������ 100.0 
K0 500 ����� 100.0 
� 0.1 ����� 100 
�� 0.1 �� 2.0 
�� 100.0 ����� 100 

Table 4.2: Parameter table for SNR=20 dB and outlier probability = 0.1 

In the scenario where noise is 20 db and the probability with which the outliers 

occur is changed to 0.1, both the performance of OR-HRLS(FMHSDM) and OR-

HRLS(GIST) is comparable, with the former starting of with a better convergence 

rate. All OR-HRLS methods end up performing better than their corresponding 

OR-RLS counterparts other than OR-HRLS(ADMM). Only OR-RLS(GIST) is 

seen to perform better than OR-HRLS(ADMM). Since GIST uses a nonconvex 

penalty to solve the suboptimisation problem, the above behaviour again can be 

attributed to the fndings in [7] 

In the scenario where SNR is reduced to 10 db and outlier probabilty is at 

0.2,not much diference is seen in the performance of OR-HRLS(FMHSDM),OR-

HRLS(GIST) and OR-RLS(GIST). Even though OR-HRLS(FMHSDM) start of 

with achieving a lower RMSE than OR-HRLS(GIST) which in turn has a better 
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Parameters for Noise= 10 , Outliers probability= 0.2 
Parameter Values Parameters Values 
Number of Experiments 100 �� 250.0 
Number of Iterations 25000 �� 100 
Variance of Outliers 10000.0 �� 0.1 
pbernoulli 0.2 ������ 100.0 
K0 500 ����� 100.0 
� 0.1 ����� 100 
�� 0.1 �� 2.0 
�� 50.0 ����� 100 

Table 4.3: Parameter table for SNR=10 dB and outlier probability = 0.2 

Parameters for Noise= 10 , Outliers probability= 0.1 
Parameter Values Parameters Values 
Number of Experiments 100 �� 250.0 
Number of Iterations 25000 �� 100 
Variance of Outliers 10000.0 �� 0.1 
pbernoulli 0.1 ������ 100.0 
K0 500 ����� 100.0 
� 0.1 ����� 100 
�� 0.1 �� 2.0 
�� 50.0 ����� 100 

Table 4.4: Parameter table for SNR=10 dB and outlier probability = 0.1 

start than OR-RLS(GIST),with increase in number of iterations all three methods 

acquire comparable RMSE . OR-HRLS(ADMM) performs signifcantly poor when 

compared to the last two scenarios, with RMSE rate in between the order of 10−1 

and 10−2 when for both the scenarios of Noise 20 db it was in the lower ranges of 

order 10−1,almost achieving order 10−2. OR-HRLS(ADMM) also does not perform 

very diferent from it’s OR-RLS counterpart for this scenario. 

In the scenario where noise is 10 db and outliers probabilty 0.1, both OR-RLS 

and OR-HRLS solved with GIST performs similarly. They eventually achieve 

a RMSE comparable to OR-HRLS(FMHSDM) even though the latter start of 

with a better convergence rate. OR-RLS(ADMM) performs exactly as well as it’s 

OR-HRLS counterpart. In the scenario where outliers probability is fxed at 0.5, 

the algorithms don’t perform as well as the previous scenarios, owing to the high 
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Parameters for Noise= 20 , Outliers probability= 0.5 
Parameter Values Parameters Values 
Number of Experiments 100 �� 250.0 
Number of Iterations 25000 �� 100 
Variance of Outliers 10000.0 �� 0.02 
pbernoulli 0.5 ������ 100.0 
K0 500 ����� 100.0 
� 0.1 ����� 100 
�� 0.1 �� 2.0 
�� 250.0 ����� 100 

Table 4.5: Parameter table for SNR=20 dB and outlier probability = 0.5 

Parameters for Noise= 10 , Outliers probability= 0.5 
Parameter Values Parameters Values 
Number of Experiments 100 �� 550.0 
Number of Iterations 25000 �� 100 
Variance of Outliers 10000.0 �� 0.1 
pbernoulli 0.5 ������ 100.0 
K0 500 ����� 100.0 
� 0.1 ����� 100 
�� 0.1 �� 2.0 
�� 50.0 ����� 100 

Table 4.6: Parameter table for SNR=10 dB and outlier probability = 0.5 

percentage of contamination in the input data. OR-HRLS(GIST) performs the 

best out of all the other HRLS methods. 

To sum up the observations made from the performance analysis, it can be 

concluded that OR-HRLS(FMHSDM) and OR-HRLS(GIST) outperforms most 

of their OR-RLS counterparts with upto 50% of contamination in the input data. 

OR-HRLS solved with ADMM does not perform much better than its OR-RLS 

counterpart except for the scenario when SNR= 20 dB and outlier probability is 

0.2. In a lot of the scenario OR-RLS(GIST) outperforms OR-HRLS(ADMM). The 

table below provides a list of the computational time involved in implementing the 

algorithms in Julia.The timings involved for the scenario where noise is 20 dB and 

outliers probability 0.2 has been shown below. For each algorithm, the timings 

shown excludes the ofine batch initialization stage . All the OR-HRLS methods 
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Algorithm Run time 
Algorithm Timing(in 

secs) 
RLS 0.003 
OR-RLS(CD-l1) 10.003 
OR-RLS(CD-MCP) 0.008 
OR-RLS(LASSO) 0.003 
OR-RLS(GIST) 0.0123 
OR-HRLS(ADMM) 0.001 
OR-HRLS(GIST) 0.012 
OR-HRLS (FMHSDM) 0.002 

Table 4.7: Algorithm Run time 

exhibit low computational time than their corresponding OR-RLS counterparts. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion 

This paper extends the work done previously on Robust Recursive Least Squares 

in the presence of outliers and correlated noise [1], [7].The model to be solved 

was designed as a system identifcation problem and a novel Robust Hierarchical 

Recursive Least Squares method was implemented to simultaneously estimate 

the system coefcient matrix and the outliers contaminating the model. The 

performance of robust HRLS was compared with existing robust RLS and non 

robust RLS method. Robust HRLS outperformed both robust RLS and non robust 

RLS method in scenarios of up to 50% outlier contamination.Both convex and 

nonconvex penalties were implemented to ensure outlier sparsity by regularizing 

the objective function. robust HRLS solved with FMHSDM and GIST exhibited 

the lowest RMSE, with FMHSDM achieving a higher convergence rate than GIST. 

Robust HRLS solved with GIST however attained a lower RMSE than FMHSDM. 
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